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1 Introduction
The impact of monetary policy on real variables is the central concern in actual
monetary policymaking. To obtain monetary non-neutralities dynamic stochas-
tic general equilibrium (DSGE) models suggest various forms of demand (e.g.
sticky wages and prices) or supply side frictions (e.g. adjustment costs, credit
frictions). Nevertheless, these modelsmain focus remains on interest rate chan-
nels of monetary transmission that works via intertemporal consumption deci-
sions. In this paper we investigate in detail the supply side of monetary trans-
mission. We aim to address three associated issues that require the presence
of money-credit markets within a New Keynesian analysis. First, we provide
a rich framework for monetary transmission that incorporates explicitly an in-
teraction between credit markets and investment decisions. Second, we analyze
money credit expansions and contractions (i.e. liquidity e¤ects) associated with
monetary policymaking. Third, we are concerned about the stability of this
environment with well specied credit and money markets.
The New Keynesian literature mainly considers a cashless economy (Wood-
ford (1999, 2003), where money-credit markets are absent. A satisfactory analy-
sis of liquidity considerations requires an explicit link between demand and sup-
ply of credit in the economy. We examine the role of liquidity restrictions on the
demand side and factor nance considerations on the production side within a
stylized model of sticky prices. In our model, supply of loans is determined by
the cash-in-advance constraint and monetary injections (see Lucas (1990), Dow
(1995) and Christiano and Eichenbaum (1992, 2005)) and the demand for loans
is determined by working capital assumptions. As rms have to borrow to pay
for the capital input and salaries, they are subject to cost channels of monetary
transmission.
We show that (i) the cost channel impacts the transmission of monetary
policy, dampening the output response to an exogenous monetary shock and,
when an active monetary policy is assumed, supply shock e¤ects are amplied
while demand shock e¤ects are dampened; (ii) liquidity e¤ects of monetary
policy are obtained when one considers a model with active monetary policy
rule; and nally (iii) augmenting a monetary model with cost channels and
a well dened money-credit market exposes the framework to indeterminacy
problems, forcing the central bank to be more aggressive towards ination and
to adopt interest rate smoothing.
Our particular emphasis is on the investment nance-cost channel next to
the standard labour nance-cost channel of the monetary transmission mecha-
nism. Financial conditions a¤ect rmsability to produce which is accomplished
by investing in capital and by how investment is nanced. Together with a cash-
in-advance constraint, the investment and labour cost nancing allow us to es-
tablish a credit market and to generate intertemporal linkages for consumption,
labour supply and investment. We show in detail how consumption and labour
supply are a¤ected by the evolution of real money balances and how investment
and employment are a¤ected by the short-term interest rates. We argue that
these e¤ects are important to understand observed comovements of key macro-
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economic variables generated by a series of exogenous shocks. To the best of our
knowledge we are the rst to focus explicitly on the investment nance.
Ravenna and Walsh (2006) study the cost channel of monetary transmis-
sion within a simple cash-in-advance economy without capital. They show that
variations in the nominal rates will a¤ect real marginal costs; thereby directly
inuence the New Keynesian Phillips Curve. Their key assumption is that rms
must borrow from nancial intermediaries to pay labour costs at the beginning
of the period and they have to pay back these loans by the end of the pe-
riod. Therefore, cost of borrowing is directly inuenced by the nominal rates1 .
Our model captures this supply side perspective with an extension to capture
investment nance considerations.
Are supply side e¤ects important? There is compelling empirical evidence
that cost channels matter. Barth and Ramey (2001), for instance, show that at
the manufacturing industries level strong supply-side channels in the monetary
transmission are present in the short to medium run. They show that following
an unanticipated monetary contraction prices rise and output falls in key US
manufacturing industries after controlling for both the price puzzle and the cost
e¤ects of oil shocks. They suggest that the monetary policy may well be acting
as a supply side shock to important industries in the U.S. economy. Similarly
Ravenna and Walsh (2006) present corroborating econometric evidence for the
direct (costly) inuence of monetary policy on the U.S. ination adjustment
equation.
In the case of standard New Keynesian monetary analysis with demand
channels only, a policymakers job is straigthtforward. The ex-ante real interest
rate stabilizes ination via its impact on the output gap. As the policy change
stabilizes both business cycle uctuations and ination, policymakers will not
face intricate policy questions such as output ination trade o¤. (e.g. Clarida et
al. (1999) or Woodford (1999)). In the case of supply channels, however, a policy
dilemma arises. When a contractionary monetary policy triggers a change in
the marginal cost of production, associated production falls can be accompanied
by a rise in prices due to supply shortages. The presence of supply channels
implies that, given an exogenous demand shock, a monetary policy response
dampens the impact on output, the opposite occurs with supply shocks. This
asymmetric result is linked to Ravenna and Walshs (2006) contribution, which
indicate that the cost channel creates an ination output trade-o¤; thereby
generating a tension between aggregate demand and supply channels. We show
that investment dynamics are much more signicant in producing these e¤ects
in such a model setting.
Although there is ample empirical evidence on the liquidity e¤ect of mone-
tary policy, that is a negative comovement between money balances and nom-
inal interest rates (Christiano et al. (1999)), this e¤ect is di¢ cult to obtain
within standard monetary models. In these models, an exogenous expansion in
money supply typically increases nominal interest rates. In practice, however,
1For details of this version of the working capital assumption (nancing wage bills via
borrowing from nancial intermediaries) see Christiano and Eichenbaum (1992, 2005).
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the monetary policy is conducted by interest rate announcements and open mar-
ket operations such that money liquidity is determined endogenously in money
markets. We suggest that to obtain more realistic liquidity e¤ects, we need to
study movements in endogenous money balances in response to an implementa-
tion of an interest rate rule. We show that movements in money balances, that
are movements in the demand for loans, are conditional on the type of exoge-
nous shocks and on the central banks stabilization response to these shocks.
Our model shows that an ination shock generates a contemporaneous liquidity
e¤ect, whereas aggregate demand shocks generate delayed liquidity e¤ects.
Altering the standard New Keynesian model by incorporating supply side
considerations and money-credit markets seems to have important local deter-
minacy implications.2 We rst nd that determinacy regions are much more
narrow as compared to the literature and second the Taylor-Woodford principle
is often violated. Our analysis suggests that when the monetary transmission
is characterized by supply side as well as demand side channels, ination con-
servatism may be paramount to obtain locally unique equilibrium, reinforcing
the demand channel e¤ect of a policy response. Furthermore, in such settings
strong interest rate smoothing becomes critical.
In sum, we claim that when both supply and demand channels of monetary
transmission are present, monetary policymakers stabilization attempts may
be subject to further challenges and trade-o¤s. We, therefore, argue that mon-
itoring money/credit conditions can potentially o¤er useful information for the
implementation of monetary policy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the outline
of the cash-in-advance model with labour and investment cost channel consid-
erations. Section 3 presents the steady state of the economy. Section 4 sets out
equilibrium conditions for the cash-in-advance model and the standard bench-
mark New Keynesian macro-model with cost channels. Section 5 presents the
quantitative evaluation of the model where we discuss monetary policy trans-
mission, liquidity e¤ects and indeterminacy conditions. Finally, Section 6 con-
cludes.
2 A Cash-in-advance Model
The economy consists of a representative household, a rm and a nancial in-
termediary.
2.1 Households
Formally, the household is maximizing its discounted lifetime utility given by:
max
Ct;Mt+1;Dt;At;Ht;
Et
1X
t=0
t
 
C1 t
1     
H1+t
1 + 
!
;  2 (0; 1) ;  > 0 (1)
2See also Surico (2008) on a related concern.
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where Ct denotes the households total consumption, Ht denotes hours worked.
The curvature parameters ;  are strictly positive.  is the discount factor.
The family faces the following budget and cash in advance constraints:
Ct +
Dt
Pt
+
Mdt+1
Pt
+
Qt;t+1At
Pt
6 Wt
Pt
Ht +
At 1
Pt
+
RtDt 1
Pt
+
Mt
Pt
(2)
+
Z 1
0
i;tdi+
FI
t   Tt
Ct +
Dt
Pt
6 Mt
Pt
(3)
where Rt is the rate of return of a one period deposit Dt 1; Mdt+1 are money
holdings carried over to period t + 1, At represents alternative physical assets
valued at the stochastic discount factor Qt;t+1;
R 1
0
i;tdi represents dividends
accrued from the intermediate producers to households, FIt represents prots
of the nancial intermediary accrued to the household, and nally Tt stands for
the lump-sum taxes households has to pay. Similar to our paper, Wang and Wen
(2006) consider a case with a cash-in-advance in consumption and investment,
but they do not introduce the cost channel.
The cash-in-advance constraint imposes the condition that the household
needs to allocate money balances for consumption purposes net of deposits she
has decided to allocate to the nancial intermediary. The literature also con-
siders the cash-in-advance model without a labour supply e¤ect or a constraint
given by
Ct +
Dt
Pt
6 Mt
Pt
+
Wt
Pt
Ht;
where the wage payments are made at the beginning of period t: This spec-
ication implies that the labour supply is not a¤ected by real balances (see
Christiano and Eichenbaum (1992)). Another alternative specication regards
the assumption on the timing of deposits, which is important for the evolution
of consumption. In our benchmark model we assumed deposits are made in the
current period and paid back in the next. In the appendix we present in more
detail the implications of assuming deposits are paid back in the same period
(intra-period deposits) and assuming the cash-in-advance constraint includes
wage payments.
2.2 Firms
The nal goods representative rm produces goods combining a continuum of
intermediate goods i 2 [0; 1] with the following production function:
Yt =
Z 1
0
y
" 1
"
i;t
 "
" 1
: (4)
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As standard this implies a demand function given by:
yit =

pit
Pt
 "
Yt (5)
where the aggregate price level is:
Pt =
Z 1
0
p1 "i;t
 1
1 "
: (6)
The intermediate sector is constituted of a continuum of rms i 2 [0; 1]
producing di¤erentiated goods with the following constant returns to scale pro-
duction function:
yi = K

i H
1 
i (7)
where K is the capital stock and H is the labour used in the production. The
rm hires labour and buys capital (goods) from the nal good producer. It is
assumed that the rm must borrow money to pay for these expenses.
To characterize the problem of intermediate rms, as standard, we split their
decision into a pricing decision given the real marginal cost and then solve for
their cost minimization problem.
Following the standard Calvo pricing scheme, rm i, when allowed, sets
prices Pi;t according to:
max
Pi;t
Et
( 1X
s=0
Qt;t+s!
syi;t+s

Pt;i
Pt+s
  t+s
)
(8)
subject to the demand function (5), where t is the real marginal cost of the
rm. To obtain the real marginal cost, we need to solve rms intertemporal
cost minimization problem. That is:
min
Ki;t+1;Hi;t;
Et
( 1X
t=0
Qt;t+1 (Rt
1WtHi;t +Rt
2PtIi;t)
)
(9)
subject to the production function (7) and investment equation Ii;t = Ki;t+1 
(1  )Ki;t; where Wt is the nominal wage, and Rt the rate the bank charge for
the loan made in period t, to be paid in t + 1 and t is the multiplier of the
constraint (7).
Expression Rt1WtHi;t + Rt2PtIi;t in the cost minimization exercise char-
acterizes the costs of rms given that they need to borrow from the nancial
intermediary to nance wage and investment payments. Parameters 1 2 [0; 1],
2 2 [0; 1] specify the importance of the cost channel of labour and investment,
respectively. Full cost channel is represented by 1 = 2 = 1. Later on, we will
study di¤erent versions of cost channel by varying these parameters. Finally, to
clarify notation, the stochastic discount factor in period t for period t is given by
Qt;t = 1: Firms use the stochastic discount factor obtained from the household
consumption condition in their production decisions.
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2.3 Financial Intermediary
We assume that the nancial intermediary acts in the interest of the household.
That means she will optimize the discounted cash ow of the consumer. The
competitive market nancial intermediary (FI) gets deposits from the household
and lends money to the rms in the form of loans (L). In addition to that the
central bank might inject money (V ) into the economy by giving it directly to
the nancial intermediary, who will then add to the other funds used for lending.
At the end of each period the money injected then forms part of the household
assets (as money holdings). Formally the nancial intermediation prots, which
are part of the household budget constraint (given Vt); are given by:
Max
Dt
RL1;tDt  R1;tDt
RL1;t = R1;t:
Loan market equilibrium requires:
Ls(Vt; R
L
1;t) = L
D(RL1;t):
In equilibrium the demand for credit to pay the production input must be
equal to the supply of credit made by the banking system. The credit supply
is determined by deposits and the monetary injection. Therefore, the credit
market condition is given by:
1WtHt + 2PtIt = Dt + Vt: (10)
Once again, 1 > 0 implies rms must borrow to pay the wage bill and
2 > 0 implies rms must borrow to invest.
The money supply is determined by the government. Then, the government
budget constraint is given by:
Tt + Vt = 0; (11)
where T stands for taxes received. Note that any prot accruing to the FI due
to monetary injections are transferred to the household by the end of the period
in the form of nancial intermediary dividends.
2.4 Equilibrium
The equilibrium of the economy is dened as the vector of Lagrange multipliers
ft; t;tg, the allocation set fCt;Ht;Kt+1; Dt;Mt+1; Ytg, and the vector of
prices fpi;t; Pt;Wt; Rtg such that the household, the nal good rm and inter-
mediate rms maximization problems, the market clearing conditions and the
government budget constraint hold.
Consumer problem is represented by the following rst order conditions:
2Et
 
Rt+1C
 
t+2
t+2t+1
!
= Et
 
C t

(12)
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Ht
Et
 
C t+1
 = Wt
PtEt (t+1)
: (13)
In this case, the labour supply shows a real money balance e¤ect, i.e. expected
future ination rates directly a¤ect the labour-consumption decision and the
labour supply depends on future consumption.
From the consumer problem we obtain the stochastic discount factor:
Qt;t+1 = Et
t+1
tt+1
= Et
"
C t+2
C t+1t+2
#
:
The goods market clearing condition is given by:
Yt = Ct + It: (14)
The capital and labour market clearing condition are given by:
Kt =
Z 1
0
Ki;tdi and Ht =
Z 1
0
Hi;tdi: (15)
Investment evolves according to:
Ii;t = Ki;t+1   (1  )Ki;t: (16)
The price setting equation is given by solving (8):
Pi;t =
"
"  1
Et f
P1
s=0Qt;t+s!
st+syi;t+sg
Et
nP1
s=0Qt;t+s!
s yi;t+s
Pt+s
o (17)
Finally, from the rm problem we obtain the demand for capital and labour
and the optimal price. Next, we describe the three main cases of cost channels
through which nominal rates a¤ect real marginal cost of the rm.
Full Cost Channel: After rearranging rst order conditions and using
the stochastic discount factor Qt;t+1 = Et
(C t+2)
(C t+1)t+2
, we obtain the following
equilibrium conditions under the full cost channel:
t =
R
1
t WtHi;t
PtYi;t(1  ) (18)
R
2
t = Et
( 
C t+2

t+1 
C t+1

t+2

t+1
Yi;t+1
Ki;t+1
+ (1  )R2t+1
)
. (19)
As conditions (18) and (19) reveal, when both cost channels of labour and
investment are present, the real marginal cost of the rm will be, among others,
a function of both current and future expected short term rates. The investment
cost channel also reveals the impact of the expected labour supply decisions on
the real marginal cost.
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Cost Channel in Labour: Ravenna and Walsh (2006) derive their ag-
gregate supply equation based on the impact of policy changes on labour cost
nancing leaving aside the impact of the policy decisions on the investment -
nance costs. To get Ravenna and Walsh (2006), we need to remove the cost
channel in investment, i.e. 2 = 0: Setting 2 = 0 we obtain
3 :
t =
R
1
t WtHi;t
PtYi;t(1  ) (20)
1 = E
( 
C t+2

t+1 
C t+1

t+2

t+1
Yt+1
Kt+1
+ (1  )
)
: (21)
As revealed in conditions (20) and (21), in the case of the labour cost channel
only, expected labour supply and nominal rates in period t still a¤ect the real
marginal cost. Carlstrom and Fuerst (2005) present a model without cash-in-
advance and with capital accumulation. Note that their equilibrium conditions
are recursive, while in our model cash-in-advance constraint leads to an impact
of the expected two period ahead ination rate on real variables.
Cost Channel in Investment: By assuming 1 = 0 we obtain the case for
the cost channel only in investment (see Kurozami and Van Zandweghe (2008)):
t =
WtHi;t
PtYi;t(1  ) (22)
R
2
t = Et
( 
C t+2

t+1 
C t+1

t+2

t+1
Yt+1
Kt+1
+ (1  )R2t+1
)
: (23)
In the case of the investment cost channel only, both current and expected
rates inuence real marginal costs. Note that Dow (1995) obtains a similar
expression for investment using a slightly di¤erent discount factor, since rms
have to pay the capital input in advance and an increase in nominal interest
rates raises the capital cost.
To establish the money market condition we need an expression that links
short term rates and monetary injections (Vt):We obtain this by combining the
cash-in-advance specication (3) and the credit market clearing condition (10).
At the credit market equilibrium, the demand for credit to pay the produc-
tion input must be equal to the supply of credit made by the banking system.
The credit supply is determined by the deposits and the monetary injection.
Therefore, the credit market condition is given by:
1WtHt + 2PtIt = Dt + Vt: (24)
Combining this result with the cash-in-advance constraint and money market
ow equation gives the following money/credit condition:
3Note that Ravenna and Walshs (2006) model has a cash-in-advance constraint with wage
payments and deposits clear at the same period (see appendix).
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1
WtHt
Pt
+ 2It + Ct =
Mt+1
Pt
: (25)
3 Steady State with Flexible Prices and Zero
Ination
The New Keynesian literature considers that the government implements zero
ination at the steady state (see Ravenna and Walsh (2006)). While we retain
this assumption, it is important to note that even in the steady-state with
exible prices, the monetary policy is non-neutral. The reason is that the cost
channel implies a steady state relation between investment/employment and the
nominal rate, which in turn is determined by the ination rate. To show this
we write from the consumption Euler condition:
R =



2
(26)
where R and  are directly associated. We are going to normalize the aggregate
price level P = 1: When wage payments are made at beginning of the period
we obtain the conventional labour supply condition:
H
C 
= !
where ! is now the real wage. In the case of a cash constrain without wage-
payment, however, the labour supply is a¤ected by the nominal interest rate,
therefore, monetary policy is not neutral at the steady-state, even in the case
of exible prices:


H
C 
= !
i.e. ination a¤ects the labour supply and the real wage.
Finally in the case of full cost channel we show the e¤ect of ination in the
rm employment and investment decision. At the symmetric equilibrium, price
over marginal cost is given by P =
1

MC; since P = Pi: Now, since  is the
real marginal cost and  = MCP = , at the steady state marginal cost relations
read as:
 = !
H
Y (1  )



2
(27)


2
(1  (1  )) = 


Y
K

(28)
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In what follows we ignore price ination e¤ects on the real economy under
exible prices, i.e. we will work with log-linearised model around a zero ination
steady state (i.e.,  = 1) as in Ravenna and Walsh (2006).
4 The Linearized Model
The linear model, based on equilibrium conditions (7), (12), (14) - (19) and
(25) , for the set of variables
nbct; brt; bt; byt; bt;bit;bkt+1;bht; bmto is summarized as
follows:
Et (bct) = Et (bct+2)  1

Et [brt+1   bt+1   bt+2] (29a)
2brt =   (Et (bct+2   bct+1))  Et (bt+2) + Et (bt+1)+ (29b)
+(1  (1  ))Et
hbyt+1 + bt+1   bkt+1i+ 2 (1  )Et (brt+1)bt = 1brt + (1 + )bht + Etbct+1 + Etbt+1   byt (29c)bt = Et (bt+1) + bt (29d)byt = scbct + sIbit (29e)bkt+1 = (1  )bkt + bit (29f)byt = bkt + (1  )bht (29g)bmt+1 = bmt   bt + vt (29h)2641(bt   1brt) = m=Y$ bmt+1   sc$bct   2sI$ bit   yt for 1 6= 0bmt+1 = sc
(sc + 2sI)
bct + 2sI
(sc + 2sI)
bit for 1 = 0
375 (29i)
where  = (1 !)(1 !)=!; sc = C=Y , sI = I=Y and$ = m=Y  (sc + 2sI) :
Equation (29h) shows the ow of real money balances. Under this framework
monetary policy is exogenously set through monetary injections. In order to
study active monetary policy making we also consider a cash-in-advance model
where this equation is replaced by an interest rate rule of the form
brt = ybyt + bt + rbrt 1 + vt: (30)
For comparison purposes we also present the New Keynesian model (NK_i)
for a cashless economy with investment. This reference linear model is presented
for following set of variables
nbct; brt; bt; byt; bt;bit;bkt;bhto :
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bct = Etbct+1   1

Et [brt   bt+1] (31a)
0   Et [brt   bt+1] + (31b)
+(1  (1  ))Et
hbyt+1 + bt+1   bkt+1ibt = (1 + )bht + bct   byt (31c)bt = Etbt+1 + bt (31d)brt = ybyt + bt + rbrt 1 (31e)byt = scbct + sIbit (31f)bkt+1 = (1  )bkt + bit (31g)byt = bkt + (1  )bht (31h)
The NK_i model is useful benchmark to understand the transmission of
the monetary policy in the cash-in-advance model. The monetary transmission
in the NK model is guided by the evolution of real interest rates, which a¤ect
consumption and investment, while in the cash-in-advance model the monetary
policy is transmitted through a set of additional channels that we summarize
below4 :
 Real balances e¤ect on consumption Euler condition: in the cash-in-
advance model, consumption is determined by consumption two period
ahead Et (bct+2) ; and the future evolution of interest rates. In the New
Keynesian model the consumption is determined by future consumption
and real interest rates only.
 Real balances e¤ect on labour supply: in the cash-in-advance model,
the labour supply is a¤ected by future consumption and future ination.
These e¤ects are transmitted to ination through the marginal costs. In
the Appendix, we show that this e¤ect is not present when the salaries
are paid at the same time that consumers make decision about deposits.
 Cost channel: in the cash-in-advance model, the existence of the money-
credit market imposes a direct interaction of cost channel and the demand
for loans and the interest rate. This money market condition and channel
cost e¤ect are absent in the standard NK Model.
5 Quantitative Evaluation
In this section we assess quantitative properties of the three models we have
(cash-in-advance model, cash-in-advance model with a Taylor Rule and the NK
4Assuming that deposits are paid intra-period and wage payments are included into the
cash-in-advance constraint one can isolate the e¤ect of the cost channel on the monetary
transmission, o¤setting the real balance e¤ect on consumption and labour supply. Simulation
results under these assumptions are presented in a technical appendix available upon request.
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macro model). In Section 5.1. we discuss the assigned parameter values. In
Section 5.2. we present the monetary transmission with the unlikely case of
exogenous monetary policy. In Section 5.3.1 we discuss monetary transmission
after the implementation of interest rate rules under various shock scenarios.
In Section 5.3.2 we will pay particular attention to liquidity e¤ects with Taylor
rule specications. Quantitative evaluation concludes with the discussion of
(in)determinacy problems.
5.1 Parameter Values
The cash-in-advance model has 12 free parameters: ; 1; 2; ; ; sc; sI ; ; ; !; v
and : We set the parameter of intertemporal elasticity of substitution  = 1
and the parameter of intertemporal elasticity of labour supply  = 1:03: The
discount factor, ; is calibrated to be 0.99, which is equivalent to an annual
steady state real interest rate of 4 percent. The depreciation rate, ; is set equal
to 0:02 per quarter. We set  = 0:33 which roughly implies a steady state share
of labour income in total output of 66%. The share of steady state consumption
(sc) is set equal to 0:7, while the share of steady state investment (sI) is set
equal to 0:3. v represents the parameter for the credit-money markets. We
resort to Christiano and Eichenbaum (2005) in calculating the parameter who
report that the steady state velocity of money mY = 0:44: This implies in our
case a value for v = mm Y = 1:7857: Parameters 1; 2 regulate the importance
of labour and investment cost channels, where 1;2 = 1 implies full-cost channel,
1;2 = 0 implies no-cost channel. Throughout simulations shocks are persistent.
The parameter  represents the persistence of shocks and we set this equal to
0:5 in all simulations. We set the value of the Calvo parameter ! (fraction
of rms which do not adjust their prices) as equal to 0:75 consistent with the
ndings reported in Gali and Gertler (1999). Finally, we consider the following
parameters in the Taylor rule y = 0:5;  = 1:5; and r = 1: Later on, we study
the stability of the model under various Taylor rule parameters.
5.2 Transmission of Monetary Policy with an Exogenous
Money Supply Rule
In this section we discuss the case of passive monetary policy where the poli-
cymaker follows an exogenous money supply rule, focusing particularly on the
importance of cost channels on policy transmission by varying the values of
1 and 2. A brief discussion on the existence of unique equilibrium is in or-
der before presenting the impulse responses. Unique equilibrium obtains while
holding 2 = 1 xed and varying 1 from zero to one, however, indeterminacy
obtains for values of 2 smaller than 0.45 (holding 1 = 1). When both 1
and 2 are reduced together, the lower possible value to ensure determinacy
is 1 = 2 = 0:48: A more detail analysis of indeterminacy in our framework
will be analyzed in section 5.3.3. In order to compare di¤erent degrees of cost
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channel we analyze the response of key macroeconomic variables given a money
shock for four cases: (1) full cost channel (1 = 2 = 1), small cost channel
(1 = 2 = 0:5), labour bias cost channel (1 = 1 and 2 = 0:5) and investment
bias cost channel (1 = 0:5 and 2 = 1).
Figure 1 shows the comparison between the rst two, highlighting the e¤ects
of reducing 1 and 2 together. Firstly, while the ination response is very sim-
ilar, the output response to a monetary shock is considerably smaller in the full
cost channel case. More strikingly, the components of output, consumption and
investment, move in opposite directions, while in the full cost case consumption
increases while investment initially decreases, in the small cost case investment
increases while consumption initially decreases (albeit mildly). The lower 1
and 2 are, lower the fund constraint and interest rate cost of investment will
be, allowing investment to respond more to a monetary stimulus, overcrowding
the consumption increase. Furthermore, as output respond more, real rates are
greater, further depressing the initial consumption response.
[Insert Figure 1 here]
Figure 2 presents the impulse responses when 1 and 2 are reduced sepa-
rately. When the investment cost channel is stronger (2 > 1) ; or as 1decreases,
consumption and ination responses remain the same, but as the fund con-
straint on investment decreases, investment does not decrease as much, leading
to an increase in output. On the other hand as 2 decreases, both the fund
constraint and cost of investment decreases, leading to an initial increase in
investment. Consumption, however, decreases, leading to a smaller increase in
output. Given the similarities between the full cost and investment cost channel
case, we conclude that the investment dynamics and channel are very signicant
in determining the dynamic responses in our model.
[Insert Figure 2 here]
In all simulation results presented so far we observe an increase in the nom-
inal interest rate after money supply expands, hence, we do not observe a liq-
uidity e¤ect in any of the specications. In fact real rates also increase in all
cases. Although the money injection increases the supply of funds, the amount
of deposits decreases and the demand of funds increases such that the equilib-
rium in the credit market is such that real rates go up. The fact that deposits
take a period to clear, which imply deposits tend to decrease after a monetary
injection, and that rms must borrow to invest, which implies that holding real
rates constant imply a sharp increase in the demand for loans for investment
purposes, are the main drivers of this result5 .
Nonetheless, the assumption that money supply follows an exogenous process
is at odds with monetary policymaking. Given a set of macroeconomic condi-
tions, monetary policy is conducted by interest rate announcements and open
market operations such that money liquidity is determined endogenously in
money markets. Hence, in section 5.3.3 we analyze liquidity e¤ects as response
5When only the labour cost is present, deposits clear in the same period, wages are included
into the cash-in-advance constraint and money supply shock are iid; we are able to obtain a
liquidity e¤ect. The simulation results are available upon request.
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to an active monetary policy in the presence of aggregate demand and supply
shocks.
5.3 Monetary Policy with a Taylor Rule
It has been extensively argued that monetary policy rules, where monetary
authority reacts to ination and output gap, are remarkably successful for sta-
bilization purposes. Therefore, as a corollary to our cash-in-advance model
with money supply process we want to evaluate the Cash-in-advance model un-
der interest rate policy rules. A typical simple Taylor rule with interest rate
smoothing takes the following form:
brt = ybyt + bt + rbrt 1 + vt (32)
where y is the output gap coe¢ cient and  is the ination coe¢ cient in the
Taylor rule.
Closing the model with a Taylor rule, instead of a monetary condition as
given by (29h), allow us (i) to study the economys response to di¤erent de-
mand and supply shocks under an active monetary policy, as observed in reality,
inferring the relevance of cost channels to this process, (ii) to study liquidity
e¤ects, that is the relation between monetary aggregates and the nominal rate
of interest through reverse engineering. In principle, the standard way to look
at the liquidity e¤ects of monetary policy changes is to rst assume an inno-
vation to money supply process and see how in equilibrium interest rates will
be a¤ected. Nevertheless, given that in our model we allow for explicit credit
market condition, we can asses the implications of simple Taylor rule type of
policies on equilibrium demand for credit, and therefore, for monetary condi-
tions. And nally, it allow us (iii) to verify the conditions on monetary policy
making, or more precisely the constraints on the Taylor rules parameters to
ensure determinacy of equilibrium.
5.3.1 Transmission of Shocks
Before we study the statistical properties and impulse responses of key variables
with respect to a range of shocks we briey recall the cash-in-advance model
implications for monetary transmission. Our model assumptions so far imply
an important role for investment in the monetary transmission. As argued in
the introduction, most NK models assume that monetary transmission actually
occurs through an intertemporal substitution channel in consumption. If the
policymaker follows a Taylor rule, this modelling approach implies that the pol-
icymaker faces no trade o¤ between real output and ination under aggregate
demand shocks. In contrast, here we allow for supply side implications of policy
changes thereby introducing a trade o¤ between real output and ination. Ul-
timately, the outcome of policy changes will depend on the relative importance
of aggregate demand versus aggregate supply channels.
We consider four types of shocks: a taste shock directly associated with
the consumption Euler equation, an investment shock, that reects an unex-
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pected boost in investment, an ination (or supply) shock associated with the
New Keynesian Phillips Curve and nally a policy shock to the Taylor Rule.
The vector of shocks is dened as t = ["c;t; "I;t; ";t; "r;t]
0: All shock processes
are assumed to have an autocorrelation coe¢ cient equal to 0:5; their standard
deviations are set equal to 1%.
In Table 1 we present the correlation structure between real output and key
macroeconomic variables and in Table 2 we present the ratio of standard devia-
tions of these variables and of real output. Here we assume that the economy is
independently hit by each of the four di¤erent types of shocks and hit by these
four shocks simultaneously (all shocks). We compare correlations and standard
deviations statistics with the US data as reported by Stock and Watson (1999)
in the nal column. In reporting the data we refer to non-durables consumption
as a proxy for consumption, total xed investment as a proxy for investment,
consumer price index as a proxy for ination, federal funds rate for nominal
short term rates and nally real gross domestic product as a proxy for real
output.
We compare the results for three basic models, New Keynesian with in-
vestment (NK_i), our benchmark Cash-in-advance model with a Taylor rule
(CIATR), and the standard New Keynesian Model (NK).
Table 1: Contemporaneous Correlations with output (in %)
c  shock i  shock    shock r   shock all shocks Data
NK_i
c -85.1 -81.4 21.3 20.4 -25.4 74
i 91.5 96.2 98.1 98.9 90.2 82
 -96.0 -21.5 -99.3 99.4 -66.9 35
r -96.3 83.6 -98.1 97.1 -0.8 38
CIATR
c 45.0 -53.1 35.8 70.3 -1.21 74
i 45.3 95.2 94.7 98.9 94.4 82
 43.7 46.9 -96.6 91.6 -60.5 35
r 12.2 58.4 -87.8 67.7 -24.2 38
NK
 72 - -91 99 -20 35
r 58 - -99 -98 -80 38
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Table 2 : Standard Deviations vis-a-vis output

x
y
in %

c  shock i  shock    shock r   shock all shocks Data
NK_i
c 417 117 27 21 81 67
i 1268 577 326 327 327 299
 39 16 37 28 28 87
r 23 49 12 14 14 89
CIATR
c 158 68 46 26 50 67
i 370 438 311 293 354 299
 23 17 38 32 34 87
r 80 69 36 23 42 89
NK
 16 - 46 39 35 87
r 94 - 45 19 51 89
E¤ects of All Shocks Together:
The most notable di¤erence in the results presented in Table 1 is that in
the case of the NK_i model there is a signicant negative association (-25.4%)
between consumption and real output whilst in the CIATR model this cor-
relation is signicantly smaller (-1.2%). By denition NK benchmark model
introduces 100% correlation between consumption and real output. Investment
is very highly correlated with real output in both models with investment. This
is because in the CIATR model any change in real interest rates leads to an
instantaneous adjustment in credit demand for investment/associated produc-
tion. In the NK_i model as credit markets are undened there is no constraint
on the investment adjustment. Furthermore, models with investment exhibit
signicant negative relation with nominal rates,. i.e. tight monetary policy is
associated with production falls.
In Table 2 column 5 we report relative standard deviations with all shocks.
Both the NK_i model and the CIATR model mimic the typical rankings of
relative volatilities of key variables found in actual data. In other words, we nd
that investment is more volatile than real output and real output is more volatile
than consumption in both models. The CIATR model seems to do better in
matching the correlation between interest rate and output and consumption and
output.
E¤ects of Individual Shocks:
Firstly, we observe that for all individuals shocks consumption and output
are more positively correlated in the CIATR model than in the NK_i model.
Moreover, in the case of a taste shock, while consumption is countercyclical in
the NK_i model, it is procyclical in the CIATR model. This result indicate
that the CIATR model, when shocks are appropriately adjusted by variances
and covariances, should be more compatible with the actual data.
Secondly, due to the presence of the supply channels and the real balance
e¤ects due to the introduction of a money-credit market, both taste and in-
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vestment shocks generate a positive comovement of ination and output. This
comovement is not observed in the NK_i model.
Thirdly, in the case of NK_i model standard deviations of consumption
and investment are particularly high when the economy is subject to aggre-
gate demand shocks as compared to the CIATR model. In general, an explicit
incorporation of the money credit markets associated with cash-in-advance con-
straints seem to dampen investment and consumption volatilities. Finally. in-
terest rates are more volatile in the CIATR model than in the NK_i for all
individual shocks, bringing the results closer to the ones observed in the data.
Finally we analyze the impulse responses to the key variables for each of
the four shocks considered assuming a full cost channel (1 = 2 = 1) and a
small cost channel (1 = 2 = 0:3)
6 . Figure 3 shows the output responses while
gure 4 shows the ination responses to the each of the four shocks (consumption
and investment responses are shown in the appendix). While under a full cost
channel output is more responsive to supply and policy shocks, under a small
cost channel output is more responsive to aggregate demand shocks. It turns
out that a reduced cost channel dampens the cost of credit for investment and
consumption under aggregate demand shocks, while a full cost channel has more
pronounced implications on the cost of nancing, i.e. the demand for credit to
nance labour and investment. Following the same reasoning ination responses
are likewise stronger under small cost channel with aggregate demand shocks
while aggregate supply shocks and policy shocks lead to stronger reactions in
the case of full cost channel.
[Insert Figures 3 and 4 here]
5.3.2 Liquidity E¤ects
In this section we discuss liquidity e¤ect results with an active policymaking
as discussed in Section 5.3. In other words, liquidity conditions are determined
endogenously where the policymaker implements Taylor Rules as given by Equa-
tion (32). In gure 5 we present the liquidity responses (money balances) of the
cash-in-advance economy with one-period deposits together with the associated
nominal interest rates under a series of shocks on consumption (taste), invest-
ment, ination and interest rates. In this set of simulations we report results
for full and small cost channels. The variable gnom stands for changes in the
nominal money balances and R for nominal interest rates.
[Insert Figure 5 here]
We observe that, in the case of full cost channel, after an aggregate de-
mand shock (a shock in consumption or investment) nominal rates rise. This is
consistent with the observation that as consumption increases, credit demand
(liquidity) and inationary pressures on the side of the central bank increase.
To curb this e¤ect the central bank needs to raise interest rates. This amounts,
together with an increase in real wages, to a decline in investment as current and
6Note that small cost channel in the previous section was with (1 = 0:5 and 2 = 0:5)
since due to indeterminacy we could not decrease it further. Assuming an active monetary
policy allow us to nd unique equilibrium for lower values of 1 and 2:
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expected future marginal costs increase (see (19)). The net e¤ect on output is,
however, an initial increase that sharply contracts thereafter as the consumption
growth declines steadily. While liquidity demand increases in the rst instance,
it turns sharply negative due to cost channels of labour and investment. In other
words, if liquidity e¤ect represents the credit conditions in the economy, an ag-
gregate demand shock causes an initial rise in the demand for money credit,
followed by a contractionary monetary policy and a strong decline in the credit
demand; equivalent to a liquidity contraction as one would expect with liquidity
e¤ects. A similar reasoning applies to investment shocks. The impact of a taste
shock and an investment shock are more pronounced under the full cost channel
than the small cost channel framework.
In the case of an ination shock, i.e. a shock to the Phillips Curve, we
observe an immediate increase in the nominal interest rates due to stabilization
preferences of the central bank. As ination goes up, consumers start to increase
their current consumption due to intertemporal elasticity concerns (future value
of consumption will be relatively eroded), while the investment demand goes
down as both expected ination and a rise in the policy interest rate cause the
current and future expected marginal cost to increase. The sharp decline in
investment credit demand is not met by an increase in consumption demand.
In turn, the rise in the policy rates due to supply shocks is associated with a
sharp decline in the demand for credit to nance investment and labour costs.
Therefore, the liquidity e¤ect obtains.
In the case of policy shocks, i.e. a shock to the Taylor Rule, we do not observe
the liquidity e¤ect. In fact, we observe that nominal rates initially respond
negatively to the shock in the Taylor Rule. While, at rst, this may seem
puzzling, we argue that this is exactly what should happen in equilibrium. First,
note that we are initially at the steady state where both ination and output
gap are set equal to zero. A positive shock in interest rates means that the
current output and ination both will decrease below their steady state values,
or below what the central bank prefers these to be. From the expression of the
marginal cost and associated investment equation we observe that investment
should go down as the expected real marginal cost will increase in the economy
while consumption should likewise decrease due to intertemporal substitution
e¤ects. The forward looking nature of both investment and consumption pins
down the aggregate goods and credit demand in our model. The only way to
avoid output and ination to fall below their potential values is to cut the policy
rates. That is exactly what happens in the model.
In order to compare our results with the benchmark model used in the litera-
ture, we once again adopt the New Keynesian model with investment. However,
this is normally set up as a cashless model, hence, we introduce an add-hoc
money demand (m   y =  r), which would be observed if one had assume
households derive utility from real money balances. Gali (2008, p. 52-53) per-
forms the same exercise with a standard NK model. Results are presented in the
appendix. The main change is that after the aggregate demand shocks (taste
and investment) money balances react negatively straight after the shock with-
out the delay observed in the CIATR model. The existence of the credit market
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and the real balance e¤ect on the Euler equation drive this delay observed in the
CIATR model. Note that Gali (2008, p. 52-53) shows that a contractionary
policy shock leads to a rise in nominal interest rates and a decline in the residual
money demand. This result is undone when one incorporates investment into
the NK model. After a policy shock, as in the CIATR model, liquidity e¤ects
are not observed in the NK_i model.
5.3.3 Determinacy
There are important determinacy problems with cash-in-advance models even
under Taylor Rule closures. Taylor (1993) provided theoretical arguments for
why an ination coe¢ cient greater than one is crucial to macroeconomic stabi-
lization. In this framework, a more than one-to-one increase in nominal rates
in response to an increase in expected ination e¤ectively raises real interest
rates; therefore a decline in aggregate demand alleviates inationary tendencies.
Woodford (2003) formally discusses conditions for determinacy of equilibrium
within the setting of a cashless New Keynesian framework (Taylor-Woodford
principle). He argues that when a monetary policymaker targets output gap
next to ination she e¤ectively relaxes the conditions for equilibrium deter-
minacy. He also shows that interest rate smoothing is useful in obtaining a
locally unique equilibrium. We nd that determinacy considerations appear to
be more serious in the presence of cost channels and money credit markets.
While we concur that interest rate smoothing is indeed important to achieve a
unique local equilibrium, targeting output gap is in fact counter productive for
determinacy purposes. In Figures 6 we present (in)determinacy regions of our
standard cash-in-advance model with Taylor rules.
[Insert Figure 6 here]
Firstly, we present in Figure 6 (a) conditions of indeterminacy (grey shaded
area) and determinacy (non-shaded area) for a range of parameter values for
Taylor rule variables of ination and lagged interest rates when the central bank
does not target output and when there is full cost channel. It is evident that the
area of determinacy is much narrower than prescribed by for instance Woodford
(2003). Here, a strong interest rate smoothing (r = 1) helps to obtain a unique
local equilibrium, however the size of the ination coe¢ cient that is required for
determinacy is larger the smaller the coe¢ cient on lagged interest rates. We note
that for determinacy we need

r
< 0: In the unlikely case of the central bank
not concerned about ination and output, very strong interest rate smoothing
(r > 1) is su¢ cient to ensure determinacy in our model.
In Figure 6 (b) we present (in)determinacy regions when the full cost channel
model includes a modest output gap target in Taylor Rule (y = 0:5). Remark-
ably, we observe here a very signicant decline in the area of local determinacy.
The model requires a high level of interest rate smoothing together with a very
aggressive stand against ination to ensure that a unique local equilibrium ex-
ists.
We motivate this as follows: as in our model a contractionary policy change
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leads to a contraction of the economy and two opposing implications for in-
ation, targeting output together with ination requires the determinacy con-
cerned policymaker to act in order to make sure aggregate demand channels
dominate the cost channels.
In Figure 6 (c) we modify the model such that only investment cost channel
is present and the central bank still has a modest output target (y = 0:5) . As
we observe the determinacy region is somewhat larger; however central bank
still needs to be highly aggressive against ination if the coe¢ cient of lagged
interest rate is relatively small. In sum, a rather small modication in the New
Keynesian model, i.e. inclusion of money-credit markets and cost channels of
investment and labour imply much more narrow determinacy regions. Very
aggressive stand against ination and strong interest rate smoothing appear to
be necessary requirements to ensure locally unique equilibrium.
Next, in Figures 6 (d) and 6 (e) we evaluate the signicance of cost channels
for determinacy. Firstly, in gure 6 (d) we assume that y = 0:5, r = 1 and
2 = 1 and plot (in)determinacy regions for parameter values  and 1:We note
that as the labour cost channel (1) loses its signicance, the area of determinacy
widens. In the extreme case of the absence of labour cost channel, the required
ination coe¢ cient is somewhat lower than 1 violating the Taylor-Woodford
principle. Finally, in Figure 6 (e) we present the determinacy case under no
output targeting. Remarkably, irrespective of the size of labour cost channels,
equilibrium is locally determinate even when  is close to 0: Requirements for
determinacy are strong interest rate smoothing and absence of an output target.
For the sake of completeness, we also report in the Appendix determinacy
regions for theNK_imodel (in Figures 10 (a) to 10 (c)). Again same qualitative
results obtain as in the case of CIATR model. When cost channels are present,
targeting output gap in the Taylor rule increases areas of indeterminacy. This
comparison is particularly relevant to show that this result is not driven by the
real balance e¤ects but cost channels. Surico (2008) nds qualitatively similar
results in a three equation NK model with a cost channel in wage payments.
We conclude that indeterminacy problems are more severe within these
model settings. The Taylor-Woodford principle that prescribes simple condi-
tions for ensuring macroeconomic stability is often violated. Therefore, if the
macroeconomic environment includes supply side as well as demand side con-
siderations together with a role for money credit markets, very aggressive stand
against ination may be paramount in achieving policy outcomes that yield
model determinacy.
6 Conclusions
We study a model with an explicit role for money/credit markets. It allows us
to analyze the transmission of monetary policy via the variation of real money
balances and via various cost channels. Investment dynamics play a crucial role
in this model. Our results can be summarized as follows:
Firstly, cost channels matter in terms of the e¤ectiveness of monetary pol-
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icy and performance of the economy in a stochastic environment. While full
cost channel output is more volatile in the case of supply and monetary policy
shocks, small cost channel output tends to be more volatile in the case of aggre-
gate demand shocks. Ination responses are more pronounced under small cost
channel case with aggregate demand shocks while aggregate supply and policy
shocks lead to strong volatility in the case of full cost channel. In other words,
working capital nance plays an important role in the monetary transmission.
Secondly, to understand the liquidity e¤ect we study the more plausible case
of interest rate being determined by a central bank and money balances are
determined in the credit markets endogenously. We show that aggregate supply
shocks lead to desired contemporaneous liquidity responses, whereas aggregate
demand shocks, that are shocks to investment and consumption, lead to lagging
liquidity e¤ects. The reason underlying these result is that the loan demand
are very di¤erent under di¤erent type of shocks. We also show that in this
economic environment while a narrow range of Taylor rules are successful in
achieving economic stabilization, there is potentially useful information con-
tained in the evolution of the money-credit conditions for an appropriate design
of the monetary policy.
Thirdly, our quantitative analysis shows that the presence of cost channels
and real money balance e¤ects have important implications for model stability.
In particular, when the central bank follows a money growth rule, model stability
is only ensured in the presence of a strong cost channel. In our model settings,
when the central bank implements an interest rate policy rule stability obtains
only under a narrow set of parameters in the rule specication, where interest
rate smoothing becomes essential. In addition, the Taylor-Woodford principle
is often violated.
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7 Appendix
7.1 Cash in-advance and the evolution of consumption
and labour supply:
In order to incorporate all possible cases of cash-in-advance and type of deposits
we will present the model with two indicator parameters, 1 and 2: If 1 = 1
and 2 = 0 we are back to our benchmark model. If 1 = 0;then deposits clear
in the same period and If 2 = 1;then wages are paid at the beginning of the
period. Formally, the household is maximising its discounted lifetime utility
given by:
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where Ct denotes the households total consumption, Ht denotes hours
worked. The curvature parameters ;  are strictly positive.  is the discount
factor. The family faces the following budget and cash in advance constraints:
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where Rt is the rate of return on deposits. As introduced above the para-
meter 1 2 f0; 1g determines if the rate of return is paid at the end of the
period deposits were done as in Ravenna and Walsh(2006) or if they are paid
next period as it is more commonly done. Mdt+1 are money holdings carried
over to period t+ 1, At represents alternative physical assets valued at the sto-
chastic discount factor Qt;t+1;
R 1
0
i;tdi represents dividends accrued from the
intermediate producers to households, FIt represents prots of the nancial
intermediary accrued to the household, and nally Tt stands for the lump-sum
taxes households has to pay.
Cash-in-advance constraint imposes the condition that the household needs
to allocate money balances for consumption purposes net of deposits she has
decided to allocate to the nancial intermediary. The parameter 2 2 f0; 1g
determines whether the wage income can be used for consumption in the current
period or not.
The consumption Euler equation and labour supply condition are given by:
1 = 1 
2Et
 
Rt+1C
 
t+2
t+2t+1
!
= Et
 
C t

(37)
1 = 0 Et
 
RtC
 
t+1
t+1
!
= Et
 
C t

(38)
2 = 0
Ht
Et
 
C t+1
 = Wt
PtEt (t+1)
(39)
2 = 1
Ht
C t
=
Wt
Pt
(40)
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7.2 Solution to cash-in-advance Model:
Form the Lagrangian:
max
Ct;Mt+1;Dt;Ht;At
Et
1X
t=0
t
 
C1 t
1     
H1+t
1 + 
!
+ (41)
1X
t=0
tt
"
Wt
Pt
Ht +
RtD;t 1
Pt
+ At 1Pt +
Mt
Pt
+
+
R 1
0
i;tdi+
FI
t   Tt   Ct   DtPt  
Mdt+1
Pt
  Qt;t+1AtPt
#
(42)
+
1X
t=0
tt

Mt
Pt
  Ct   Dt
Pt

(43)
First order conditions are:
@V
@Ct
= Et

C t   t   t

= C t   t   t = 0 (44)
@V
@Dt
= Et

Rt+1t+1
Pt+1

  Et

1
Pt
(t + t)

= 0 (45)
@V
@Mt+1
= Et
" 
t+1 + t+1

Pt+1
#
  Et

t
Pt

= 0 (46)
@V
@Ht
= Et

Ht  
Wt
Pt
t

= 0 (47)
@V
@At
= Et

 Qt;t+1t
Pt
+ 
t+1
Pt+1

= 0 (48)
Combining (44) into (46) , and (44) into (45) gives respectively
Et

Rt+1t+1
Pt+1

= Et

C t
Pt

Et
"
C t+1
t+1
#
= t
Combining these two results gives the Consumption Euler equation
Et
0BB@Rt+1Et

C t+2
t+2

Pt+1
1CCA = EtC tPt

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With the model without the e¤ect on the labour supply, the cash in advance
constraint is
1P
t=0
tt

Mt
Pt
+ WtPt Ht   Ct  
Dt
Pt

: The rst order condition with
respect to hours worked is then given by:
@V
@Ht
= Et

Ht  
Wt
Pt
(t + t)

= 0 (49)
7.3 New Keynesian Macro-model with Cost Channels
The New Keynesian model presented in the main text does not include cost chan-
nels. This can be introduced in an ad-hoc way. In fact the nal system of linear
equations, presented below, would be the same as a cash-in-advance model with
intra-period deposits and cash-in-advance constraint including wages. That way
only the cost channels are introduced but the real balance e¤ects are eliminated.
bct = Etbct+1   1

Et [brt   bt+1] (50a)
2brt   Et [brt   bt+1] + (1  (1  ))Et hbyt+1 + bt+1   bkt+1i+ 2 (1  )Etbrt+1
(50b)bt = 1brt + (1 + )bht + bct   byt (50c)bt = Etbt+1 + bt (50d)brt = ybyt + bt + vt (50e)byt = scbct + sIbit (50f)bkt+1 = (1  )bkt + bit (50g)byt = bkt + (1  )bht (50h)
7.4 Appendix 2: Log-linear Approximations:
Remember Campbell calculus. Suppose we have:
yt = f(xt; yt)
Then, we should have that:
ybyt = fx(x; z)xbxt + fz(x; z)zbzt
which is often written as:
byt = fx(x; z)x
y
bxt + fz(x; z)z
y
bzt
orbyt = fx(x; z)x
f(x; z)
bxt + fz(x; z)z
f(x; z)
bzt
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1. Log-linearisation of the consumption Euler condition (12):
Et (bct) = Et (bct+2)  1

Et [brt+1   bt+1   bt+2] (51)
2. Labour supply equation (13):
bht + Et (bct+1) + Et (bt+1) = bwt   bpt (52)
3. Log-linearization of the investment equation (19). Note that Et
(C t+2)
(C t+1)t+2
=
Qt;t+1: Log-linearization of this gives us bqt;t+1
2brt  bqt;t+1 + Et (bt+1) + lnEt t+1Yt+1Kt+1 + (1  )R2t+1

Dene Ft = lnEt
h
t+1
Yt+1
Kt+1
+ (1  )R2t+1j
t;1
i
and at the steady state
F =

YK + (1  )R2

bFt = fy(x; z)y
f(x; z)
byt+1 + f(x; z)
f(x; z)
bt+1 + fr(x; z)r
f(x; z)
brt+1 ++fk(x; z)k
f(x; z)
bkt+1 (53)
bFt =  KY
YK + (1  )R2
Et hbyt+1   bkt+1i+ YK 
YK + (1  )R2
Et bt+1+
+
2R
2 (1  )
YK + (1  )R2
Et (brt+1) (54)
therefore
2brt  bqt;t+1 + Et (bt+1) + 1Et hbyt+1   bkt+1 + bt+1i+ 2Et (brt+1) (55)
1 =
 KY
YK + (1  )R2
 ; 2 = 2R2 (1 )[YK +(1 )R2 ]
To simplify the elasticities in the above expression, we use that the steady
state expression for capital:
R2 = 


Y
K
+ (1  )R2

(56)
R2

=


Y
K
+ (1  )R2

(57)

Y
K
= R2
(1  (1  ))

=
To simplify 2 = 2 (1  ) ;
1 = (1  (1  ))
3b. Now, we compute the log-linearization of Et
(C t+2)
(C t+1)t+2
= Qt;t+1
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bqt;t+1 =   (Et (bct+2   bct+1))  Et (bt+2)
2brt    (Et (bct+2   bct+1))  Et (bt+2) + Et (bt+1) +
+(1  (1  ))Et
hbyt+1 + bt+1   bkt+1i+ 2 (1  )Et (brt+1)
To compare this equation with the conventional NK model, 2 = 0; and we
0  bqt;t+1 + Et (bt+1) + (1  (1  ))Et hbyt+1   bkt+1 + bt+1ji
bqt;t+1 =   (Et (bct+1   bct))   Et (bt+1) =  brt + Et (bt+1) than the NK
interest rate will reect the monopoly distortions (bt+1) and the marginal cost
of capital without the cost channel. Hence,
(brt   Et (bt+1)) = (1  (1  ))Et hbyt+1   bkt+1 + bt+1i
4. Log-linearization of lambda (18) :
bt = 1brt + bwt   bpt + bhi;t   byi;t (58)
6 The Phillips curve:
bt = Et (bt+1) + bt (59)
where  = (1   !)(1   !)=!; and ! is the Calvo parameter. We can use
the labour-share to measure the real marginal cost.Sl = WHPYbt = 1brt + bwt   bpt + bht   byt = 1brt + bsl (60)
7. Credit market:
mt+1
Yt
  Ct
Yt
  2
It
Yt
= 1St (61)
as St = WtHtPtYt : The Log-linearisation of that is given by
1 bst = m=Y$ bmt+1   sc$bct   2si$ bit   yt for 1 6= 0 (62)bmt+1 = sc
(sc + 2si)
bct + 2si
(sc + 2si)
bit for 1 = 0 (63)
where $ = m=Y   (sc + 2si). Given the data on the velocity of money
we set mY = 1=0:44 or the elasticity when 2 = 1 is v =
m
m Y =
m
Y
m
Y   1
=
1=0:44
1=0:44  1 = 1: 785 7:
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We can use the real marginal cost to measure the labour-share St = WHPY :
bt = 1brt + bwt   bpt + bht   byt = 1brt + bst (64)bst = bt   1brt (65)
8. Money Process
Nominal Money balances evolve as follows Mt+1 =Mt+Vt: Dividing by Pt
a and log linearizing gives (note that mt = MtPt 1 ):
bmt+1 = bmt   bt + vt
7.5 Appendix 3: Additional Figures
Insert Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10 here.
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Figures - Main Text
Figure 1: Full and Small Cost Channels
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Figure 2: Full, Investment and Labour Cost Channels
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Figure 3: CIA Model Full Cost vs. Small Cost Channel - Output Response
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Figure 4: CIA Model Full Cost vs. Small Cost Channel - Inflation Response
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Figure 5: CIA Model - Liquidity Effect
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Figure 6: CIA model - Indeterminacy Analysis
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(a) Full Cost Channel - ²y = 0
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(b) Full Cost Channel - ²y = 0.5
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(c) Inv. Cost Channel - ²y = 0.5
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(d) Inv. Cost Channel - ²y = 0.5 and ²r = 1
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(e) Inv. Cost Channel - ²y = 0 and ²r = 1
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Figure 7: CIA Model - Full Cost vs. Small Cost Channel - Consumption Response
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Figure 8: CIA Model Full Cost vs. Small Cost Channel - Investment Response
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Figure 9: NKi Model - Liquidity Effect
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Figure 10: NKi model with Cost Channel - Indeterminacy Analysis
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(a) Full Cost Channel - ²y = 0
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(b) Full Cost Channel - ²y = 0.5
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(c) Inv. Cost Channel - ²y = 0.5 and ²r = 1
